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Abstract
Background: Aggressive behavior (AB) represents an important social problem,
which results in significant costs for the society. A significant role in developing aggression is suggested to be mediated by molecular mechanisms related to the functioning of oxytocin (OXTR) and arginine vasopressin receptor (AVPR1B) genes involved in the regulation of social behavior. On the other hand, a specificity of environmental factors affecting an individual at various stages of development may modulate the molecular processes, especially at gene expression level, thus affecting human’s ability to self-control and resulting in AB manifestation. The aim of the
study: Considering a multifactorial nature of developing aggression, the present
study is aimed to estimate both the genetic- and haplotype-based effects of the OXTR
and AVPR1B genes and gene-by-environment interactions in developing AB. Materials and methods: The genotyping of the OXTR (rs2228485, rs53576) and AVPR1B
(rs33911258) gene variants was conducted via PCR with fluorescent detection in 189
criminal offenders (7% women) from the Republic of Bashkortostan, who committed
murders, and the control group (N=254, 12% women) corresponding to the group of
criminal offenders by ethnicity and age. Statistical analysis was performed via logistic regression with correction for multiple comparisons (PLINK v.1.09). Results:
As a result of statistical analysis the association of rs2228485 A-allele and AG haplotype (rs2228485 and rs53576) in the OXTR gene with an enhanced risk for developing AB was observed. In addition, we demonstrated a modulating effect of such environmental factors as the presence of severe somatic diseases, alcohol addiction, fa-
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milial history of psychopathologies, income and education level. Moreover, the effect of rs33911258 G-allele in the AVPR1B gene on AB was observed. Conclusion:
The data obtained evidence that the examined variants in the AVPR1B and OXTR
genes in combination with specific environmental factors may affect neuronal systems functioning, thus resulting in the manifestation of antisocial behavior.
Keywords: antisocial behavior; HPA axis; oxytocin; arginine vasopressin; association analysis; callous-unemotional traits
For citation: Kazantseva AV, Davydova YD, Enikeeva RF, et al. The association
study of polymorphic variants of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal system genes
(AVPR1B, OXTR) and aggressive behavior manifestation: a focus on social environment. Research Results in Biomedicine. 2021;7(3):232-244. DOI: 10.18413/26586533-2021-7-3-0-3
Background. Aggressive behavior
(AB) represents a complex phenomenon considered as an action directed toward causing
harm or damage to another living being, who
contradicts to such treatment [1]. AB is an
important social problem causing significant
costs for the society. In particular, according
to the data of the Ministry of Internal Affairs
of the Russian Federation, in 2020 more than
2 million crimes were committed in the Russian Federation, of which 109.8 and 453.3
thousand cases corresponded to grave and
gravest crimes (murder and intentional infliction of serious harm to health), respectively
[2]. The mechanisms underlying the development of AB are complex, while genetic and
epigenetic factors are playing a significant
role (the coefficient of inheritance of aggression is about 0.65 [1, 3]), therefore they have
been extensively studied in the contemporary
research.
Together with the classical pathways of
monoaminergic neurotransmission, the genes
involved in the regulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) system, including
the genes encoding arginine vasopressin
(AVPR1A, AVPR1B) and oxytocin (OXTR)
receptors, are of interest in the study of genetic liability to developing antisocial and aggressive behavior. The role of neuropeptides
oxytocin and arginine vasopressin in regulation of social behavior, social cognition, individual stress response, depression and callous-unemotional traits has been reported to
date [4, 5]. In turn, impaired functioning of
oxytocin and arginine-vasopressin 1b [5, 6]

and their receptors was demonstrated in animal models of exaggerated aggressive behavior, while a reduced oxytocin level was a predictor of aggression in humans [7]. The similarity in the amino acid sequence between oxytocin and arginine-vasopressin promotes differences in the affinity to their receptors [8],
thus providing the resemblance in the processes that both neuropeptides modulate.
Despite its location in the intronic region of the OXTR gene, rs53576 remains one
of the most examined SNPs in this gene to
date. Functional studies related the presence
of rs53576 G-allele to enhanced hippocampal
neurogenesis in males [9], higher expression
of the OXTR gene due to its reduced methylation [10] and, hence, to increased receptor
sensitivity to oxytocin [11]. Multiple findings
were reported on the effect of this SNP on
developing psychiatric disorders [12] and prosocial behavior [11, 13] including socioemotional information processing [14]. Considering a negative correlation between oxytocin level in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and
individual history of suicide attempts and aggression [15], it was suggested that enhanced
OXTR gene expression related to rs53576 Gallele could be a predictor of a lower risk for
manifesting antisocial behavior due to a compensatory effect of low oxytocin level [11].
However, the development of antisocial
behavior is a very complex process, which is
also attributed to the fine regulation of gene
expression through epigenetic changes affected by social and adverse environment in ontogenesis [3]. Therefore, one of the prominent
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functional SNPs candidate in the OXTR gene
is rs2228485 (c.171C>T, p.Asn57) due to its
location in one of the CpG islands (according
to Methyl Primer Express Software v.1.0,
Applied Biosystems). In particular, this SNP
may be involved in the regulation of OXTR
gene expression via allele-specific differential
methylation. According to our recent study
[16], OXTR rs2228485 G-allele and GGG
haplotype
(rs53576,
rs2228485,
and
rs237911) was statistically more frequent in
mentally healthy students from the Republic
of Bashkortostan with a decreased aggression
score (measured with the Buss-Perry Aggression Questionnaire), and this effect was ethnicity-specific. Therefore, we hypothesize that
the same direction of association (i.e. reduced
frequency of rs53576 and rs2228485 Galleles) has to be observed in individuals with
violent criminal behavior.
Interesting findings have been recently
demonstrated by Staes et al. (2020), who reported a species-specific existence of
rs2228485 A-allele between two close great
apes’ species [17]. The A-allele became fixed
in chimpanzees (Pan paniscus) but only ancestral G-allele is present in bonobos (Pan
troglodytes). The authors suggested that this
observation might be attributed to the differences in theory of mind and social causality
between the Pan species. From the evolutionary perspective rs2228485 A-allele was fixed
in chimpanzees due to selection of this allele,
which probably facilitated stronger male-male
bonding in this species [17]. Therefore, we
suggest that OXTR rs2228485 A-allele may be
attributed to male aggressive behavior in humans too.
Association studies indicated the effect
of polymorphic variants rs53576 and
rs2228485 in the OXTR [4, 12, 18-22] and
AVPR1B [23] genes on antisocial and aggressive behavior and callous-unemotional traits.
However, a recently published meta-analysis,
which was based on 15 samples in 12 studies
(N = 12,236) examining the association of 8
different OXTR SNPs on antisocial behavior,
confirmed the effect of rs237887 and examined phenotype only, while the effect of the
most studied rs53576 on aggression-related
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traits failed to be confirmed [24]. However,
the authors indicated the high levels of heterogeneity between the studies and were concerned on the quality control, thus providing a
rationale to conduct the study with more severe antisocial behavior.
Recent neurobiological research indicated the existence of genotype-related differences in brain functional connectivity and
hippocampal- [25] and amygdala-related [26]
manifestation of social behavior. To be more
precise, a male-specific effect of functional
rs53576 in the OXTR gene was observed on
the disruption of integrity in a large-scale intrinsic brain and altered functional connectivity in brain regions, which was profound in
AA-homozygote compared with G-allele carriers [27]. In addition, adolescent girls, who
reported higher childhood adversity level and
bearing rs53576 AA-genotype, had a reduced
left hippocampal volumes compared to those
with minimal adversity [25]. In line, rs53576
GG-homozygous boys had larger left hippocampal volumes compared to A-allele carriers
[9]. Moreover, the presence of callousunemotional traits in childhood was shown to
interact with the level of OXTR methylation,
thus affecting brain systems involved in decoding and integrating socio-affective information and causing the development of conductive disorder [28]. These observations
provide a rationale for the examination of
OXTR genotype with respect to different aspects of social adversity.
The AVPR1B is known to mediate the
secretion of the adrenocorticotropic hormone,
which represents an important component of
the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, thus explaining its relation to adaptive and
prosocial behaviors, as well as aggressionrelated traits [8]. According to evolutionary
research, specific sites in the AVPR1B gene
were under positive selection related to domestication [29] – a process involving the accumulation of prosocial traits. In addition,
functional research indicated the relation of a
reduced level of aggression in AVPR1b
knockout mice [6]. Recent findings indicated
the association between an impaired social
behavior and altered expression of AVPR1B
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and OXTR genes in murine brain as a response to antibiotic treatment [30]. According
to association studies, SNPs in the AVPR1B
were implicated in individual differences in
emotional empathy and prosociality [31], depressive [32] and aggressive traits in humans
[16] and in rhesus macaques [33]. Considering these observations, the analysis of
AVPR1B gene variants with respect to antisocial behavior is of high relevance.
Despite a recent trend toward the study
of certain environmental conditions, mainly
including stressful life events [34], specificity
of childhood rearing [35, 36], childhood
abuse [37], peers’ delinquency [18] and socioeconomic status [20] separately, which can
affect molecular-genetic mechanisms underlying empathy, prosocial and aggressive behavior, the data on the other potential confounders is scarce. Moreover, the number of studies
examining gene-by-environment interactions
in severe types of antisocial behavior (i.e.
murders) is limited, thus pointing to the necessity to analyze the potential role of genetic
predisposition in such group of criminal offenders.
The aim of the study. Considering
multiple contradictory findings reporting the
effect of different allelic variants in the OXTR
gene on developing antisocial and conduct
behavior, which is also mediated by specific
environment, we aimed to clarify the accumulation of certain alleles of promising variants
in the OXTR (rs53576 and rs2228485) and
AVPR1B (rs33911258) genes in individuals
with violent criminal behavior. Moreover, we
sought to evaluate both the main effect of
polymorphic variants and haplotypes of the
OXTR and AVPR1B genes on manifesting exaggerated antisocial traits in the total sample
of offenders and in the groups stratified by
adverse/non-adverse environment. Third, we
attempted to detect a modulating effect of environmental parameters on SNP-based genetic
associations under gene-by-environment interaction models.
Materials and methods. The study
sample comprised of 189 criminal offenders
(7% women) of different ethnicity (89 Russians, 63 Tatars and 34 Bashkirs) (mean age
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41.53 ± 14.41 years), who underwent a forensic psychiatric examination in a criminal case
related to the commission of serious crimes
(murders) in the Republican Clinical Psychiatric Hospital (Ufa, Russia). Criminal offenders were recognized by the Court as sane persons and were sent to serve their sentences in
places of derention. A control group consisted
of 254 mentally healthy individuals (12%
women), who corresponded to the group of
criminal offenders by age (mean age 37.10 ±
18.38 years), sex and ethnic background (117
Russians, 91 Tatars and 45 Bashkirs), were
not registered in the psychiatric database before and had no family history of mental disorders. All the enrolled individuals signed an
informed consent for the participation in the
study after they were acquainted with experimental procedures. The present study was approved by the local bioethical committee at
the Institute of Biochemistry and Genetics
(Ufa, Russia).
DNA was extracted from the peripheral
blood leukocytes according to the phenolchloroform extraction approach. PCR with
end-point KASP fluorescent detection (MaxMedical, Moscow, Russia) on CFX96 DNAAnalyzer (BioRad, USA) was used for the
genotyping of the OXTR (rs2228485,
rs53576) and AVPR1B (rs33911258) gene
variants.
Statistical analysis included the correspondence of the observed allele and genotype frequencies to the expected HardWeinberg equilibrium. The main effect of
gene variants and haplotypes in the total sample, as well as in groups stratified by the environmental parameters on an individual risk
for developing AB was carried out under additive, dominant, and recessive models of logistic regression (PLINK v.1.09). The estimation of the effect of gene-by-environment interaction on manifesting antisocial behavior
was based on the inclusion of examined gene
SNPs and environmental parameters (sex,
ethnicity, family structure, childhood adversity, smoking, alcohol addiction, income level,
birth order, education level, the presence of
severe somatic disorders and familial history
of psychopathologies) as predictors in multi-
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ple regression models, while the presence/absence of AB served as an outcome.
False discovery rate (FDR) procedure and
10000 permutation approach were used to
control for multiple comparisons (PLINK
v.1.09).
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Results and discussion. The distribution of allele and genotype frequencies of the
OXTR (rs2228485, rs53576), AVPR1B
(rs33911258) gene SNPs corresponded to the
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Table 1).
Table 1

Genotype frequencies and the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in studied groups
Gene

SNP

Minor/major allele

AVPR1B

rs33911258

G/A

rs53576

A/G

rs2228485

G/A

OXTR

Group
In total
AB
Control
In total
AB
Control
In total
AB
Control

Genotype frequency
0.009
0.252
0.739
0.257
0.743
0.018
0.247
0.735
0.199
0.490
0.311
0.192
0.485
0.323
0.206
0.494
0.300
0.042
0.335
0.623
0.036
0.287
0.676
0.047
0.382
0.571

PHWE
0.238
0.078
1
0.912
0.875
1
1
0.792
0.678

Note: PHWE – P-value for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

According to the results obtained under
a series of multiple logistic regression analyses, we observed a statistically significant
effect of several environmental parameters
with a risk for manifesting antisocial behavior, which included the presence of severe
somatic diseases (β = 1.086, Р < 0.001), low
education level (β = 2.160, Р < 0.001), smoking (β = 1.105, Р < 0.001), birth order
(β = 0.640, Р = 0.008), sex (men, β = 1.228,
Р = 0.001), and age (β = -2.149, Р < 0.001).
At the same time, ethnic background, aggression type, family history of psychopathologies, alcohol addiction, income level, childhood adversity, and family structure demonstrated no significant impact on increased aggression (Table 2). Accordingly, we included
age, sex and ethnicity as covariates in subsequent logistic regression models.
Since there were no statistically significant differences in allele and genotype frequencies distribution of the examined SNPs
between individuals of different ethnic subgroups (P > 0.05), we conducted the association analysis in total sample controlling for
age, sex and ethnicity in logistic regression
models. As a result of statistical testing of

SNPs effect on manifesting AB under various
models (additive, dominant, and recessive),
we detected a reduced frequency of OXTR
rs2228485 G-allele and GG-genotype (Р =
0.045; OR = 0.63) as well as AVPR1B
rs33911258 G-allele (Р = 0.004; OR = 0.95)
in a group of criminal offenders compared to
the population control group in the total sample. This effect was also exaggerated in the
subsample of criminal offenders stratified by
environmental parameters: in those with severe somatic disorders (Р = 0.035; OR =
0.56), alcohol addiction (Р = 0.034; OR =
0.61), familial history of psychopathologies
(Р = 0.025; OR = 0.52), and high income level (Р = 0.023; OR = 0.32) (Table 2). It should
be mentioned, that a trend of a lower frequency of OXTR rs2228485 GG-genotype was also evident in a group of individuals with antisocial behavior, who were characterized by
high education level (Р = 0.076; OR = 0.57),
absence of lifetime smoking (Р = 0.072; OR =
0.53) and childhood adversity (P = 0.081; OR
= 0.664), reared in a complete family (P =
0.080; OR = 0.656), and being third children
in a family (Р = 0.074; OR = 0.56) compared
to population control (Table 2).
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Table 2
Characteristics of the studied sample and logistic regression in various groups
Environmental
parameter

β (Р-value)

Group

AVPR1B
rs33911258
G/A**
0.666
(1.124)

OXTR
rs53576
A/G**
0.290
(0.761)

rs2228485
G/A**
0.15
(0.703)

Men
(N = 176)
Sex
1,228 (0.001)
Women
(N = 13)
Russians
0.706
0.760
0.170
(N = 89)
(1.148)
(1.075)
(0.667)
Tatars
0.591
0.132
0.415
Ethnicity
-0.008 (0.957)
(N = 63)
(0.791)
(0.534)
(0.725)
Bashkirs
0.476
0.527
0.195
(N = 34)
(0.690)
(1.255)
(0.550)
Proactive
0.693
0.673
0.121
(N = 175)
(0.909)
(0.935)
(0.736)
Aggression type
23.854 (0.994)
Reactive
(N = 14)
Yes
0.932
1
0.035*
(N = 117)
(0.976)
(1)
(0.569)
Somatic diseases
1.086 (<0.001)
No
0.324
0.194
0.566
(N = 72)
(0.716)
(0.753)
(0.861)
High
0.900
0.379
0.076*
(N = 76)
(1.042)
(1.339)
(0.577)
Education level
-2.160 (<0.001)
Low
0.615
0.528
0.162
(N = 113)
(0.871)
(0.894)
(0.729)
Yes
0.909
0.292
0.123
(N = 133)
(0.971)
(0.830)
(0.714)
Smoking
1.105 (<0.001)
No
0.570
0.722
0.072*
(N = 56)
(0.804)
(0.883)
(0.531)
Yes
0.418
0.817
0.034
(N = 130)
(0.806)
(0.961)
(0.615)
Alcohol addiction
22.387 (0.995)
No
0.740
0.588
0.332
(N = 59)
(1.113)
(0.883)
(0.763)
Yes
0.826
0.919
0.025
(N = 68)
(0.932)
(1.022)
Familial psycho(0.512)
1.384 (<0.001)
pathology
No
0.603
0.456
0.301
(N = 121)
(0.870)
(0.877)
(0.800)
Low
0.838
0.370
0.183
(N = 26)
(1.096)
(1.335)
(0.555)
Average
0.789
0.422
0.314
Income level
0.063 (0.940)
(N = 133)
(0.933)
(0.874)
(0.811)
High
0.105
0.884
0.023
(N = 30)
(0.366)
(0.957)
(0.324)
Yes
0.312
0.610
0.098
(N = 26)
(0.572)
(0.850)
(0.461)
Childhood adversi-0.448 (0.694)
ty
No
0.902
0.710
0.081*
(N = 163)
(1.032)
(0.913)
(0.664)
1
0.138
0.567
0.178
(N = 77)
(0.598)
(0.886)
(0.699)
2
0.216
0.684
0.421
Birth order
0.640 (0.008)
(N = 58)
(1.473)
(0.911)
(0.796)
>3
0.786
0.673
0.074*
(N = 54)
(0.908)
(1.102)
(0.560)
Complete family
0.793
0.476
0.080*
(N = 150)
(1.071)
(0.838)
(0.656)
Family structure
-0.022 (0.984)
Incomplete family
0.238
0.856
0.093
(N = 39)
(0.581)
(0.952)
(0.531)
Note: P-values (ORs) for additive logistic regression model are reported except for *, which stands for dominant regression model. Statistically significant logistic regression models (P < 0.05) are shown in bold. Dashes stand for low sample size groups, which could cause type I and II errors. **Minor/major alleles of examined SNPs are indicated.
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Linkage disequilibrium testing revealed
a high LD between OXTR rs2228485 and
rs53576 in the total sample, as well as in
groups differing in sex and ethnicity (D’ >
0.845). We observed the following haplotype
frequencies in criminal offenders group and in
population controls: GA (0.014 and 0.014),
AA (0.420 and 0.439), GG (0.166 and 0.224),
and AG (0.400 and 0.323), respectively. A
statistically significant increase in the frequency of OXTR AG haplotype (based on
rs2228485 and rs53576) was observed in a
group of criminal offenders compared to control group (Р = 0.047; Pperm = 0.049; β = 3.94;
OR = 1.38) (Fig.). The following analysis of

0,5
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haplotype-by-environment interactions indicated that the inclusion of such environmental
parameters as sex (Р = 0.040; Pperm = 0.037;
β = 4.22; OR = 1.40), ethnicity (Р = 0.030;
Pperm = 0.026; β = 4.71; OR = 1.43) and familial history of psychopathologies (Р = 0.049;
Pperm = 0.046; β = 3.88; OR = 1.41) demonstrated a slightly higher level of predicting
enhanced aggression in OXTR AG haplotype
carriers. Moreover, higher education level
demonstrated a significant positive effect on
association of OXTR GG haplotype and a reduced risk of demonstrating antisocial behavior (Р = 0.019; Pperm = 0.027; β = 5.46;
OR = 0.57).

*

0,4
0,3

Offenders

0,2

Control

0,1
0
GA

GG

AG

AA

Fig. The distribution of OXTR haplotype frequencies (based on rs2228485 and rs53576) in the total
sample. The effect of OXTR AG haplotype is shown with an asterisk (P < 0.05).
In summary, in the present study we observed that allelic variant in the OXTR
rs2228485 was a predictor of antisocial behavior in the total sample and in the subgroups stratified by the presence of severe
somatic disorders, alcohol addiction, familial
history of psychopathologies and income level. Previously Lucht et al. (2009) demonstrated the effect of this SNP on individual variance in emotional loneliness, hostility, distress, irritability, nervousness, which was associated with OXTR GGG haplotype
(rs53576/rs2254298/rs2228485) compared to
carriers of GGA haplotype [4]. At the same
time, a significant increase in positive symptoms such as interest, activity, and excitement

(assessed via the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule) was relevant for carriers of OXTR
AGA (rs53576/rs2254298/rs2228485) haplotype compared to those bearing GAG, GAA,
GGG, and GGA haplotypes [4]. Based on the
mentioned haplotype frequency distribution it
can be suggested that rs2228485 has a higher
impact on developing negative symptoms
(such as aggression and irritability), while
rs53576 variant is more significant for the
positive social behavior. From the evolutionary point of view, rs2228485 A-allele has
been fixed in one great ape species (Pan
paniscus, chimpanzee), while it was eliminated in another one (Pan troglodytes, bonobo)
[17]. Such A-allele accumulation was sug-
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gested to be attributed to male-male relations
in chimpanzee compared to male-female
bonds that are characteristic for bonobos.
Therefore, our findings also indicate the accumulation of aggressive traits in humans related to the presence of rs2228485 A-allele.
The rs2228485 represents a synonymous substitution in the exon 3 of the OXTR
gene, which is probably involved in splicing
and regulates for mRNA stability [16] probably due to its location in one of CpG islands.
Although no functional studies, which can
clarify the allelic effect of rs2228485 on
OXTR gene methylation, have been published
to date, the development of antisocial behavior, which manifest under unfavorable adversity, may be partially caused by the differences in the OXTR gene methylation [3, 10,
38]. The impact of another examined SNP
(rs53576) on epigenetic regulation of OXTR
expression was reported. To be more precise,
reduced OXTR methylation was related to the
OXTR rs53576 GG-genotype [10]. Another
epigenetic research also indicated that OXTR
rs53576 GG-genotype might modulate the
positive effect of exogenous oxytocin on
mentalizing, attention and reward processing
during social interactions [38]. In addition,
maternal addiction, criminal behavior and
psychopathology during pregnancy may be
attributed to the offspring’s OXTR hypermethylation and an enhanced risk for developing callous-unemotional traits later in life
[39]. Considering that rs2228485 and rs53576
were shown to be in a high linkage disequilibrium, and rs53576 G-allele correlates with
less methylation of the OXTR gene [21],
based on the observation of AA/GG haplotypic phase we can assume the possible correlation of rs2228485 G-allele with higher OXTR
gene expression. According to the reported
findings, this allele (under haplotype-based
tests) was associated with a decreased risk of
manifesting aggression, which is congruent to
the relation of lower oxytocin level in CSF
and enhanced antisocial behavior [7].
Since we reported an opposite effect of
OXTR-based (rs2228485, rs53576) AG and
GG haplotypes on an increased and decreased
risk for developing aggressive behavior, re-
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spectively, which is additionally affected by
differences in education level, it can be supposed that rs2228485 has a higher impact to
predict antisocial behavior compared to the
rs53576. In turn, we showed that rs53576 Gallele (under haplotype-based effect) was associated with a lower risk for developing violent criminal behavior under the conditions of
favorable environment (i.e. higher level of
education). Multiple findings indicate the association of rs53576 A-allele with higher antisocial traits, and G-allele with enhanced prosocial behavior. Namely, a significant association of rs53576 AA-genotype and physical
aggression and hostility was obtained in boys
compared to other genotype carriers as a response to stressful life events [19]. In agreement with the above mentioned data other
scientists demonstrated the relation of
rs53576 GG-genotype to higher social support
and empathy, which was specific to socioeconomic status [20]. It seems that the development of antisocial behavior and enhanced
aggression may be relevant to the formation
of callous unemotional traits in childhood
caused by unfavorable environments. For instance, the frequency of rs53576 A-allele was
higher in children with enhanced score on callous-unemotional traits and stressful lifetime
conditions than of GG-genotype [34]. Therefore, in our study we reported the association
of rs53576 G-allele and a reduced risk of
manifesting antisocial behavior in those with
high level of education, representing a favorable environmental condition, which at some
extent is congruent with published gene-byenvironment interactions. Moreover, such unfavorable conditions as maternal high verbal
aggression early in childhood may have a detrimental effect on individual’s internalizing
problems later in life [35]. Interestingly, in the
focus of child-parent relationship qualities in
the Finnish cohort consisting of two parent
generations there was a pronounced positive
effect of maternal emotional warmth (G1 generation) on the transmission of the same pattern of rearing of their children (G2 generation) on their offspring (G3 generation) only
under the condition of OXTR rs53576 AA/AGgenotypes [40]. Therefore, a reduced oxyto-
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cin-related functioning may benefit from the
positive parental rearing. And vice versa,
more supportive social behavior in midlife
was observed in rs53576 GG-carriers compared to A-allele carriers under the history of
unfavorable conditions (experience of higher
level of emotional abuse in childhood) [37].
Although in the present study we succeed to observe a male-specific effect of
OXTR rs53576 G-allele on a lower risk of developing outward-directed aggression under
favorable environment (since the main proportion of our examined sample included
men), it seems that this observation can be
extrapolated to women, as was shown by other research groups [41]. In the longitudinal
sample of females, the presence of at least one
copy of the rs53576 A-allele and greater emotional dysregulation predicted a higher risk of
developing antisocial personality disorder
[41].
According to the results of haplotypebased association with AB revealed in the
present study, there was a significant effect of
controlling for ethnicity in logistic regression
model. This observation seems to be congruent with the results of a recent meta-analysis
(N = 8933, 18-98 years), which revealed ethnicity-specific differential effects of rs53576
G-allele on higher cognitive empathy in Asian
cohorts and affective empathy in European
cohorts [42]. Interestingly, the association of
GG-homozygotes on improved empathy was
evident only in young to middle-aged adults,
thus indicating the necessity to control for
both ethnocultural effects and advanced age,
while analyzing OXTR-related phenotypes.
Nevertheless, another research group demonstrated a homogenous pattern of association
of the OXTR rs53576 GG variant and higher
altruism even in traditional societies of East
Africa [43].
Although in the present study we didn’t
observe the association of the examined SNPs
and aggression depending on the type of AB
(proactive vs. reactive aggression), there is
some evidence of interaction between OXTR
variants and delinquency in peers on proactive aggression in adolescents [18]. In turn,
the presence of empathy (which oppositely
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correlates with antisocial behavior) in rs53576
GG-carriers was associated with a higher risk
for manifesting a reactive type of aggressive
behavior under the conditions of distress
compared to individuals with rs53576 A-allele
[44]. Unfortunately, we were unable to control for deviant peer affiliation due to the lack
of such data in our group of offenders.
In the present study we also indicated
the effect of AVPR1B rs33911258 G-allele on
a decreased risk for manifesting antisocial
behavior, while AA-genotype was associated
with an increased risk. According to our previous findings [45], rs33911258 A-allele (due
to haplotype-based effect) was more frequent
in mentally healthy young adults, who reported lower self-transcendence. Since lower selftranscendence correlates with worse empathy
[46], it seems that the results from our both
studies are in one direction, thus providing
evidence for a positive selection of
rs33911258 G-allele to facilitate transmission
of empathy-related traits. Other scientific
groups also point to the involvement of
AVPR1B gene variants in developing aggression even in childhood [23]. Moreover, our
findings seem to be in line with evolutionary
data obtained in Platyrrhini [47], which indicated that 4% of AVPR1B sites may be under
positive selection for accumulation of certain
prosocial traits. In addition, the same research
group reported that a positive selection related
to domestication was attributed to the fixation
of specific sites in the AVPR1B gene [29].
Despite scientific interest toward the AVPR1B
gene variants and prosocial behavior, we have
demonstrated the effect of rs33911258, which
is located in the promoter region of the
AVPR1B gene and, hence, is probably responsible for differential gene expression, on severe type of antisocial behavior for the first
time.
Conclusion. In conclusion, reported
findings indicate the involvement of several
gene variants of HPA-axis together with environmental parameters in probable modulation
of OXTR and AVPR1B gene methylation, thus
causing a weakened self-control and violent
antisocial behavior. From the other side, the
existence of certain gene variants, which were
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reported to be related to aggressive behavior
in previous research, may demonstrate the
opposite effect under adverse environments,
which evidence in the significant modulating
role of environmental factors in genetic associations with antisocial traits.
Together with the impact of genotypeby-environment interaction, we succeeded to
determine a significant modulating effect of
certain environmental parameters (i.e. familial
history of psychopathologies and education
level) on haplotype-based association with
manifesting aggression. The data obtained
clarified the possible shift in the OXTR allele
effect on antisocial behavior under favorable
and adverse environments.
It should be noted that the present study
continues our previous research, which suggests a significant role of child-parent relationships in modulating the association of
OXTR gene variants and affective-related
traits in non-criminal young adults [16, 32]. In
turn, identification of certain gene-byenvironment interactions attributing to AB
liability may facilitate the future research of
exogenous treatment with neuropeptides to
eliminate the aggression. Such studies have
already reported the successful oxytocin administration aimed to control for antisocial
traits depending on the genetic background of
individual OXTR genotypes [48].
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